
Spring 2022, ECO 211LEC Intro Health Economics Section BHA
Instructor: Bhattacharjee, Sandipa (Primary)

University at Buffalo

There were: 20 possible respondents.
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(ECO 211LEC) Very
Bhattacharjee,

Sandipa

(ECO 211LEC) She was very enthusiastic and excited to teach all of us and when we understood the material that made her even more excited. Having
this excitement from her and asking us how we are doing at the beginning of class made it very enjoyable and made me want to come to class. Definitely
one of my favorite professors ive ever had.

Bhattacharjee,
Sandipa

(ECO 211LEC) She is very enthusiastic about teaching the subject. She very much encourages coming to office hours to either talk about class,
homework, the exam, or just to speak in general. She is extremely helpful in understanding or repeating the simplest of topics/notes to allow someone to
understand them. A lovely professor overall

Bhattacharjee,
Sandipa

(ECO 211LEC) Very effective
Bhattacharjee,

Sandipa

(ECO 211LEC) The instructor explained difficult concepts with proper speed and understanding that really helped not only me but all of the class day in
and day out

Bhattacharjee,
Sandipa

Question: Comment on teaching effectiveness 

(ECO 211LEC) Maybe before exams posting like a study guide like a brief document saying the key concepts of a chapter with an example problem we
learned in class.

 

(ECO 211LEC) After learning a formula, it would be good to give a problem example set in both the just numbers forum and then in the questions forum.
Although it is a little more work, it allows people to get an understanding of what to look out for when taking an exam or even in future scenarios.

 

(ECO 211LEC) More practice exams would be great 

(ECO 211LEC) n/a 

Question: Suggestions to improve course 

(ECO 211LEC) I liked how the professor was just very fun to learn with. she has a great attitude! 

(ECO 211LEC) The homeworks were particularly effective in helping to understand the concepts taught in class 

(ECO 211LEC) Going through the slides together in class making note of what was very important information that we needed to remember. Using videos
to learn some concepts like the used car market, that I found to be very helpful.

 

(ECO 211LEC) The way she taught the slides given with the examples, helped me understand what to look out for when answering a question and how to
mathematically answer with a suitable work to provide an answer.

 

(ECO 211LEC) The assignments helps me to do better on exams 

(ECO 211LEC) In class answers and discussion helped broaden my views. 

Question: Comment on most effective elements 
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(ECO 211LEC) Again, the professor was phenomenal. She has a great attitude every single day, and on some she even begins the class with asking how
everyones night, or weekend was. Highly recommend this professor for some sort of promotion, because I have never experienced anything like it before.

Bhattacharjee,
Sandipa
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